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DURHAM CHAMBERS
The Cruft of Fiction Random House (UK)
A tale of border warfare, military and
erotic, set in the twenty-third century,
where the women rule the kingdom and
the men play war games. This is the
ﬁctional memoir of Wat Dryhope - edited,
annotated and commented upon. History
has come to an end, war is regulated as if
it's all a game. But Wat, the History Maker
himself, does not play entirely by the
rules, and when a woman, Delilah
Puddock, joins the fray, this 'utopian'
history is further enlivened. Alasdair Gray
cleverly plays with the notion and writing
of history, as well as perennial modern
debates on war, sexism and society entertaining and thought-provoking, this is
a delightful satire illustrated throughout by
the author.
Every Short Story by Alasdair Gray
1951-2012 Canongate Books
LanarkGeorge Braziller
Canongate Books
The beautifully written, deeply aﬀecting
story of Jean-Michel Basquiat's partner, her
past, and their life together An NPR Best
Book of the Year Selection New York City
in the 1980s was a mesmerizing, wild
place. A hotbed for hip hop, underground
culture, and unmatched creative energy, it
spawned some of the most signiﬁcant art
of the 20th century. It was where JeanMichel Basquiat became an avant-garde
street artist and painter, swiftly achieving
worldwide fame. During the years before
his death at the age of 27, he shared his
life with his lover and muse, Suzanne
Mallouk. A runaway from an unhappy
home in Canada, Suzanne ﬁrst met JeanMichel in a bar on the Lower East Side in
1980. Thus began a tumultuous and
passionate relationship that deeply
inﬂuenced one of the most exceptional
artists of our time. In emotionally resonant
prose, award-winning author Jennifer
Clement tells the story of the passion that
swept Suzanne and Jean-Michel into a
short-lived, unforgettable aﬀair. A poetic
interpretation like no other, Widow
Basquiat is an expression of the
unrelenting power of addiction, obsession
and love.

Something Leather Bloomsbury
Publishing
From the genius of Scottish letters, a
satire of religion, the media and London
Imperial Nostalgia Canongate Books
One of the masterpieces of world
literature, completed in 1320, Dante’s La
Divina Commedia describes his journey
through Hell, Purgatory and his eventual
arrival in Heaven. In this new version of
Dante’s masterpiece, Alasdair Gray oﬀers
an original translation in prosaic English
rhyme. Accessible, modern and sublimely
decorated, this remarkable edition told in
three parts yokes two great literary minds,
seven hundred years apart, and brings the
classic text alive for the twenty-ﬁrst
century.
Poor Things Routledge
In the small African republic of Kinjanja,
British diplomat Morgan Leafy bumbles
heavily through his job. His love of women,
his fondness for drink, and his loathing for
the country prove formidable obstacles on
his road to any kind of success. But when
he becomes an operative in Operation
Kingpin and is charged with monitoring the
front runner in Kinjanja’s national
elections, Morgan senses an opportunity to
achieve real professional recognition and,
more importantly, reassignment. After he
ﬁnds himself being blackmailed,
diagnosed with a venereal disease,
attempting bribery, and confounded with a
dead body, Morgan realizes that very little
is going according to plan.
The Fall of Kelvin Walker Canongate Us
'Fleck' is a verse comedy by Alasdair Gray.
Old Men in Love Bloomsbury Publishing
This pamphlet is for anyone alarmed by
the present British government. It argues
that the component nations of the United
Kingdom can become true democracies
only by declaring themselves republics.
The authors are Alasdair Gray, writer of
ﬁction and pamphlets such as Why Scots
Should Rule Scotland, and Adam Tomkins,
Professor of Public Law in the University of
Glasgow and author of Public Law and Our
Republican Constitution. Both are
committed republicans.
Five Letters from an Eastern Empire
Small Beer Press
Men in Love, like The Arabian Nights, is

about a storyteller whose stories contain
other stories. As in Alasdair Gray's Lanark,
1982 Janine, Poor Things, and The Book of
Prefaces, this one has many styles of
narrative and location. Periclean Athens,
Renaissance Florence, Victorian Somerset
mingle with Britain under the New Labour
Party, viewed from the West End of
Glasgow. More than 50% is fact and the
rest possible, but must be read to be
believed.
Why Scots Should Rule Scotland Open
Road Media
"Since the publication of Lanark in 1981
Alasdair Gray has been a ﬁgure of
importance in contemporary literature.
Now, through attention to mixed genre,
counter-historical narrative, and the
thematics of memory, this ﬁrst study of
Alasdair Gray's novels shows the
coherence of the Scottish writer's varied
body of work. Stephen Bernstein refuses
to view Gray's work through the vague
lens of postmodernism, seeing Gray
instead as a writer at home in a variety of
literary traditions. Beginning by providing
an American audience with backgrounds
to Gray's work, this study recounts the
chronology of his publications and their
reception by an international audience,
simultaneously placing his writing in the
contexts of Scottish culture and
literature."--BOOK JACKET.Title Summary
ﬁeld provided by Blackwell North America,
Inc. All Rights Reserved
Mavis Belfrage Canongate Books
Alasdair Gray, author of the modern
classics Lanark, Poor Things and 1982,
Janine, is without doubt Scotland's
greatest living novelist. Since trying
(unsuccessfully) to buy him a drink in
1998, Rodge Glass, ﬁrst tutee and then
secretary to the author, takes on the role
of biographer, charting Gray's life from
unpublished and unrecognised son of a
box-maker to septuagenarian "little grey
deity" (as Will Self has called him). A
Jewish Mancunian Boswell to Gray's
Johnson, Glass seamlessly weaves a
chronological narrative of his subject's life
into his own diary of meeting, getting to
know and working with the artist, writer
and campaigner, to create a vibrant and
wonderfully textured portrait of a literary
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great.
Lanark Dalkey Archive Press
'Grandly conceived, gorgeously realised,
and sparklingly alert to the making not
just of works of art, but of a language, this
crammed compendium, so copiously yet
lightly learned, so drolly self-reﬂexive, yet
enticingly accessible, so exhilaratingly,
quixotically magniloquent, is the last word
in forewords.' Herald
1982, Janine Peter Lang Pub Incorporated
'All of the stories in this collection exude
the unique imagination, social
commitment and beautifully clear, concise
prose of this singular writer' Irish Times
From the legendary Scottish author of Poor
Things and Lanark, this is a dazzlingly
satirical collection of stories that describe
painful kinds of education, starting with
the title story in which an uninhibited
woman educates a prim Scottish lecturer.
'One of the brightest intellectual and
creative lights Scotland has known in
modern times' NICOLA STURGEON 'Gray is
a true original, a twentieth century William
Blake' OBSERVER 'One of the most gifted
writers to have put pen to paper in the
English language' IRVINE WELSH
Trafalgar Bucknell University Press
Reissue of Lochhead's most popular play,
revised and with new introduction. Much
used by schools.
Of Me and Others Canongate Books
When Trafalgar's in town his friends know
that even though the coﬀee might be
terrible, the stories will be great.
A Life In Pictures U of Nebraska Press
A short, polemical study of the persistence
of imperial nostalgia in modern British
culture, politics, heritage and media.
Alasdair Gray's "Lanark. A Life in Four
Books". A truly postmodern work?
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GRIN Verlag
Harold Brodkey’s acclaimed novel is a
mesmerizing work of literary genius,
exploring the momentous events in the life
of a family in twentieth-century St. Louis,
and a writer still haunted by a childhood
tragedy First published in 1991, The
Runaway Soul took Harold Brodkey more
than three decades to complete. This
sprawling novel has since been eagerly
embraced by readers and critics alike,
earning Brodkey the epithet of an
“American Proust.” Told by Wiley
Silenowicz, Brodkey’s ﬁctional alter ego,
the story snakes back and forth across the
unforgettable events of a life. Following
the traumatic death of his mother, Wiley
recalls his troubling childhood in the care
of his cousins: smooth-talking S. L.
Silenowicz, his beautiful, emotionally
deﬁcient wife, Lila, and their abusive
daughter, Nonie, who torments Wiley to no
end. In language that soars and
hypnotizes, The Runaway Soul fearlessly
explores youth and adulthood, love and
loss, sex and death, marriage and family,
tracing upon one man’s odyssey through a
troubling world. More than two decades
after it ﬁrst appeared in print, Harold
Brodkey’s magnum opus remains one of
the ﬁnest literary works produced by an
American novelist in the twentieth
century.
Dante's Divine Trilogy Canongate Books
Gray argues that a truly independent
Scotland will only ever exist when people
in every home, school, croft, farm,
workshop, factory, island, glen, town and
city feel that they too are at the centre of
the world. Independence asks whether
widespread social welfare is more possible
in small nations such as Norway and New
Zealand than in big ones like Britain and
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the U.S.A. It describes the many
diﬀerences between Scotland and
England. It examines the people who
choose to live north of the border. It shows
Scotland's relevance to the rest of the
world. It attempts to conjure a vision of
how a Scots parliament might beneﬁt the
people of this small but dynamic nation.
And it tells how democracy will only truly
succeed when every person believes that
their vote will make a diﬀerence.
Alasdair Gray Luath Press Ltd
A collection of stories by the author of
Unlikely Stories, Mostly and 1982, Janine
oﬀers a re-imagining of the short story
that pushes the form to its limits, evoking
the work of Donald Barthelme and Kurt
Vonnegut, among others. Reprint.
The Bridge Crown
Alasdair Gray is Scotland's best known
polymath. Born in 1934 in Glasgow, he
graduated in design and mural art from
the Glasgow School of Art in 1957. After
decades of surviving by painting and
writing TV and radio plays, his ﬁrst novel,
the loosely autobiographical, blackly
fantastic Lanark, opened up new
imaginative territory for such varied
writers as Jonathan Coe, A.L. Kennedy,
James Kelman, Janice Galloway and Irvine
Welsh. It led Anthony Burgess to call him
'the most important Scottish writer since
Sir Walter Scott'. His other published
books include 1982 Janine, Poor Things
(winner of the Whitbread Award), The
Book of Prefaces, The Ends of our Tethers
and Old Men in Love. In this book, with
reproductions of his murals, portraits,
landscapes and illustrations, Gray tells of
his failures and successes which have led
his pictures to be accepted by a new
generation of visual artists.
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